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Attracting and hiring great talent has been a struggle for organizations for longer

than most of today's recruiters and HR leaders have been in the workforce. The term

"War for Talent" was first coined in 1997¹  - two years before Monster.com released

the "When I Grow Up" Superbowl ad credited with being the catalyst of moving

hiring from newspaper to online. 

Since then, a lot has changed about how talent acquisition functions. 

The recruiter's role moved from a jr level position someone did on their way to

becoming an HR Generalist to a stand-alone department filled with an entire team of

specialists. The focus shifted from simply filling jobs as fast as possible to nurturing

candidates and building relationships for today and the future. Technology has

evolved from something few enterprise organizations had access to, to an entire

tech stack with nearly three dozen categories and thousands of vendors available to

companies of any size and budget. 

Over the past few years, we have seen another major shift in recruiting - less on the

corporate side and more driven by candidates. There has been a radical

reevaluation of priorities around work and personal lives, a talent migration out of

the cities, an increased desire to work remote, a broader focus on individual and

corporate social responsibility, and a demand for real transparency into an

organization's culture and pay.   

Expectations around work

will never be the same.

INTRODUCTION
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Similar to how a company's brand reputation can impact its ability to hire, hiring also has a

big impact on the overall business.  Research consistently shows that hiring impacts

everything from employee experience to companies' revenues.   Positions remaining open

add pressure on existing employees and can impact burnout and engagement, resulting

in turnover and more jobs to fill. For customers, open positions create product and service

shortages impacting the availability of goods and services. 

Those talent shortages impact an organization's ability to hire recruiters, with  Linkedin

showing listings for more than 350,000 recruiting jobs at the time of this report publishing. 

 Companies are turning to technology to streamline processes so recruiters can stay

focused on identifying, engaging, and hiring the best candidates quickly and efficiently.  

 of enterprise employers 

say they’ve had to 

change how they hire 

to compete for talent⁵ 

A record 4.5 million people left their jobs in November 2021², and by February of 2022,

unemployment was at 3.8%³. While the unemployment rates are still above the pre-

pandemic unemployment (3.5% in February 2020)⁴, today's market feels different for both

candidates and employers.

Currently, the “war for talent” extends beyond competing against other employers.

Companies are changing their recruiting strategies and corporate culture to address the

changing expectations of candidates. A number must also fight the uphill battle to

overcome a negative brand reputation they created in the past with their poor candidate

and employee experiences. 

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

84%
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KEY INSIGHTS.
Candidates and employees are shifting priorities around work, changing how

organizations recruit and retain talent.   Companies are making changes quickly in

process and technology to accommodate.
01

02

03

Our 2022 research shows that most companies plan to either replace existing tools or add

new ones to their talent acquisition tech stack⁶. Some plan to evaluate more than a dozen

different tools this year.  More than a quarter of buyers are unsure of the value of different

product categories within the recruiting tech stack⁷ - showing much work ahead for

vendors trying to break into newer markets.  

Today’s talent acquisition technology stack goes far beyond the job boards, applicant

tracking systems, and screening tools that existed a decade ago. It starts before someone

has considered applying for a particular role and continues even after someone is hired. It

is the launching pad for employee and business success, and understanding how and

what is available is key to creating a successful digital transformation around both hiring

and retention.

Companies will leverage more talent intelligence data to understand quality of hire,

more integrated diversity and inclusion approaches, internal mobility, pre-hire learning,

and business metrics like retention, employee engagement, and customer satisfaction. 

The TA Tech market is expanding and consolidating; point solutions lead innovation

and acquisition push.  Full suite vendors will start making a better effort with their

recruiting products, not just their ecosystems. 

04

Nearly 30 categories of talent acquisition tools are represented on the tech stack and

defined in this report.  In addition,  foundational features and complementary

technologies are described.  In the coming years, we expect much consolidation,

reducing the number of vendors and stand-alone categories not part of the suite.

The most significant shift in the tech stack is the focus on retention, including a broader

focus by talent acquisition teams on internal mobility, talent intelligence, and targeted

sourcing/outbound recruiting. 

05
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Early recruiting technology came on the market to automate and

amplify job listings. Instead of posting a sign in the window,

companies could share positions in message groups and eventually

online job boards on the interest. 

With more visibility came more applicants. In the year 2000,

companies saw so many applicants that they sought a way to “track”

candidates more efficiently. While early applicant tracking systems

(ATS) had supported large, Fortune 1000 companies for over a

decade at that point, smaller organizations realized they needed

similar solutions. 

These ATSs were very rudimentary, required full-time support, and

cost about $150,000 for the first year for a company as small as 1,000

employees. By the mid-2000s, vendors had caught up with market

demands and there were dozens of ATS solutions available to and

affordable for smaller organizations. 

Rapid adoption lead to a commoditized market, even more
innovation, and eventually the acquisition of many of these early
innovators by HRIS and talent management vendors who wanted to
round out their talent management suites, but didn't understand the
recruiting market or buyer to properly integrate the software into their
offerings.  

EVOLUTION OF 
TALENT
ACQUISITION

Part 1

5
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ANALYST NOTE: 

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

Recruiting buyers would like to reduce the number of

vendors they work with and have more all-in-one

solutions.   However, they do not want to give up key

features or functionality. 

This first significant round of consolidation in the TA Technology space was the only round

of acquisition and mergers in this market that slowed the growth and innovation of the

market.

Many HR Tech analysts didn’t even understand how harmful this consolidation was to the

market. Leading analysts of the time were focused on learning, performance management,

and the development of full talent management suites. Many downplayed the need for

solutions and growth potential in talent acquisition. The lack of understanding led to

underserved buyers; it also impacted talent acquisition technology product roadmaps for

years to come. Instead of producing functioning products that truly served recruiting teams,

many vendors believed that they could produce minimally viable products that simply

checked boxes.

The expertise these analysts had in other areas of talent management created a false

authority bias that was followed by many of the major player's product teams. The result

was a roadmap based on minimally viable products to check off a box, not truly functional

ones for leading recruiting organizations.   

At the same time, early-stage CRM, AI, and sourcing tools were being acquired by other

talent acquisition technologies and job boards.   In a different version of authority bias, you

found teams that had previously shown success exhibiting a failure of decision-making

post-acquisition - looking at the market through a backward vs. forward-facing lens.  Highly

innovative tools and category creators were left to implode with no product or marketing

support, or worse, broken apart into products or features that weren’t a good fit in the

changing market. 

7



Combining these two issues caused a competitive

gap in core recruiting solutions, setting the applicant

tracking system back nearly a decade from where it

should have been. 

This lack of innovation by the larger applicant

tracking systems and the full suite HCM providers

opened the door to an entirely new market of point

solutions which have grown to make up today's talent

acquisition tech stack. 

These new point solutions offered companies a way

to work around technologies that didn't work

correctly and fill gaps in existing solutions. In some

cases, solutions were more modern versions of

applicant tracking called some new type of

technology to bypass procurement.  Many early-stage

CRMs were not much more than an ATS light with

better search and folder functionality.  Others were

the beginning of sourcing, events, candidate

relationship management, and talent intelligence

tools we know today.

As the 2010s rolled in, consumer influences were all

over talent acquisition technology market changes. As

social media and iPhones changed how we

interacted, they also changed candidate needs and

expectations. People cared about ratings, feedback,

and brand - candidates were right there alongside the

charge. Recruitment marketing and employment

branding were on the agenda of every conference;

user experience in tech started favoring more

consumer-driven sites, and the experience of both the

technology and the candidate process was being

evaluated. 

"The lack of
innovation by

HCM providers
opened the
door to an

entire market
of point

solutions." 
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During this time, TA saw a new wave of product categories that more clearly solved specific

problems like sourcing, employment branding, and the addition of AI into products across

the tech stack. These new solutions were far more nimble, affordable, and easier to

implement than past solutions. And they were specifically designed to be “add ons” rather

than replace existing ATS solutions.   

This led to the next round of consolidation led by larger ATS vendors - not talent

management suites - and focused on creating a unified approach to recruiting tech.  This

led to the "core" tech stack we think of today and the rise of today's talent acquisition suite

(platform) offerings.  

Today, thousands of options exist on the market, and robust partner ecosystems,

integrations, and open APIs mean building a tech stack to meet a business's unique needs

is easier than ever. Due to customer demand, prominent legacy vendors have opened

partnerships with products that directly compete with their recruiting software. While most

are still behind the market, it is important to note that major legacy vendors' product

roadmaps and strategies are finally taking a more serious look at recruiting. We are hopeful

they will eventually execute those roadmaps.

Overall, vendors are changing their approach to partnerships and acquisitions. Most no

longer consider partnerships, roadmaps, and mergers and acquisitions (M&As) as a one-

and-done. They are learning that partnerships, integrations, and acquisitions are part of

ongoing industry relationships that impact their ability to exist in the market, sell solutions,

and service customers. Over the next 18 months, we expect to see significant acquisitions

and market movement within the more prominent HCM and Recruiting vendors. While we

don’t expect these changes to create new categories or meaningfully change the tech

stack, we expect them to better support recruiting stakeholders moving forward and better

support corporate teams. 

ANALYST NOTE:

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

As a result of underestimating the buying power and product needs of recruiting teams, full

suite vendors have likely lost hundreds of millions in revenue as their buyers bought other

products to layer on top or left for a standalone ATS that would integrate into the full suite.
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Buying technology
is not a recruiting
strategy.

How you use it, is. 



At a high level, hiring sounds simple, a job is posted, applications are

submitted, people are interviewed, and one is made an offer. But, in

reality, there are so many internal and external stakeholders, recruiting

touchpoints, and communications (i.e., resumes, scheduling, interviews,

evaluations, feedback) required to make a successful hire.

In addition, there are areas of focus beyond filling the role that modern

recruiting teams need to keep in mind as they set strategy - both for the

process and the technology they implement.    We have seen six areas

consistently coming up in our research with recruiters, executive teams

and employees outside of recruiting when asked how hiring could

change.  

The stakeholder section is meant to act as a high-level baseline for

conversations, not as an exhaustive list of recommendations on

organization design. A specific org chart or team design varies

significantly depending on the company's size, internal and external

hiring processes, strategy maturity, and department reporting structure. 

Regardless of the structure - internal and external stakeholders,

recruiting service providers, and job functions themselves will impact

the proper tech stack for your organization. 

There is no "right" way to set up your
talent acquisition department or team,
just as there is no "right" tech stack for
everyone. 

TALENT ACQUISTION: 
TODAY

Part 2
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Companies doing this well have strong employment brands (or are working

towards it) and make decisions for candidates at every stage. They make

finding personalized information about the company simple, are honest with

their brand messaging and job descriptions, quickly review and assess

candidates and provide regular communication touchpoints. They have built a

technology stack that makes it simple to apply - no registration or sign-up is

needed. They have also built brand equity and relationships with future

candidates.

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

Candidate Experience & Employment Brand

Modern Talent Acquisition: 
The 6 Areas of Focus 
A modern talent acquisition team has taken the time to look across its process and make

changes and investments in key pain points for the broader business. We have identified six

areas of focus that have the most significant impact.  In more depth, we will look at

candidate experience, retention, DEI, and compliance - the topics coming up most

frequently with questions across all company sizes.

1

2

The job of talent acquisition doesn't end when the offer is accepted, nor does it

start at the requisition. Retention-driven teams are masters at competitive

intelligence and understanding both the market and the needs of the business.

They seek to understand why turnover impacts specific roles to recruit

candidates with a higher likelihood of success. Quality of hire is a more critical

metric than time to fill. In some cases, the retention of a candidate is part of the

KPI or even the bonus structure.  

Retention Driven3

Process Efficiency 

Modern recruiting functions are constantly evaluating and improving the

process. How do we make things easier, simpler, faster, and better are constant

conversations. A focus on stakeholder management with any changes is

considered when designing new programs or selecting new technology. There

is a balance and strategy to remain forward-looking but not at the candidate's

expense or user experience.    

12



Above all else, modern talent acquisition teams today are run by metrics. The

teams use technology, often AI and predictive analytics tools, to make

decisions and take calculated risks. They run their team like a business line and

look at ways to show more impact and add value to their candidates, team, and

company. Talent intelligence tools to gain insight into backward and forward-

looking market trends make the function much more strategic than was

possible just a decade ago. Quality of hire metrics extends well beyond the

point of hire used to support retention and internal mobility strategies.  

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

Data Driven Approach6

4

Cross Functional Approach

These teams have a strong understanding of business goals, compliance, and

strategies around hiring and work to ensure they follow and enable other

groups to do so in a way that comes across as partnership-driven. Beyond that,

they create relationships of trust, working closely with other departments to

become proactive partners to the business, learning about different job

functions, and solving issues around hiring and talent. These relationships are

strongest with workforce management, strategy & growth planning, talent

management, compensation & benefits teams, and employees on internal

mobility and career pathing. In some organizations, we see a tight relationship

with product or sales teams. This ranges from being part of cross-functional

teams focused on retention & engagement to providing market intelligence

and details from the interviews. 

5

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Belonging

This goes beyond the lip service on your website to the actual process and

metrics to back it up. The "focus on diversity" on the career page should have a

clear outline of programs, percent of underrepresented people in various levels

of the organization, wellness program details, and a clear plan if you need to

make changes. Companies focusing on DEI also care about pay equity, have

salary information on their job postings, and empower their recruiters to

provide compensation details back to the HR or comp team about what is

being found in the marketplace to remain competitive. 

13
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Talent acquisition teams have evolved from a single full life-cycle recruiter into a

department filled with functional specialists focused on every aspect of the process - from

talent planning before a requisition is even opened to onboarding specialists managing

the ongoing relationship with the candidate post-hire.  

Think of these as more job functions rather than a title or role.  While some organizations

will have a person in each of these areas, most will have one person that performs many

tasks.   These roles can be structured in a variety of ways depending on the company size,

maturity of their recruiting team, and the industry they work in.  

Talent Acquisition 
Departments Today.

Talent Acquisition Stakeholders.

Potential Candidates 

Applicants

Community 

Colleges/Trade Schools

Service Partners

Technology Partners 

Internal: 

Recruiting Department Members

Hiring Manager 

Interview Team Members

Human Resources

Talent Management

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion Team

Current Employees 

Executives 

External: 

14
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Recruiter

This is the core role in the department, and this person typically manages the hiring

process from start to finish. They are the key contact for hiring managers at most

organizations and partner with everyone else on the hiring team for a successful hiring

process. They have strong project management and communication skills, closely

working with candidates, hiring managers, leadership, and other stakeholders. 

Recruiting Coordinator

 A vital role in the recruiting department, mainly as the department grows. This role is

responsible for helping to deliver a positive candidate and keeping the hiring process on

track, often handling a lot of the logistics, phone screens, initial resumes reviews, interview

scheduling, and any process-related tasks needed. They typically work closely with

people in all other TA department roles and candidates, interview teams, and hiring

managers.

Talent Acquisition 

Department Functions.

Sourcer

This is a specialty role on the team and is often dedicated to identifying and engaging

candidates for hard-to-fill, high volume, or high-level positions where traditional recruiting

methods (job posting, etc.) may not work. They also may work to build talent

pools/pipelines for high volume or high turnover roles to reduce the time those positions

sit empty. While this person may have been a recruiter or may become one in the future,

today’s sourcers are often a very specialized talent that comes out of executive search or

sales background. 

Employment Brand/ Recruitment Marketing

This role focuses on creating, managing, and executing an employer brand and

connecting that message with potential candidates. It is a mix of recruiting and marketing

and is one of the fastest-growing roles in larger organizations. Their focus is identifying

what makes the company an attractive place to work, developing messages that will help

the company attract the types of employees they want to hire, partnering with recruiting

and hiring teams to share that messaging, and more. 

15
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Talent Operations

This is a data and strategy role and functions in many organizations very similar to sales

enablement or sales operations on sales teams. They manage the operations and strategy -

make sure they are using the right tools, and processes, collecting the right analytics,

constantly assessing the strategy and landscape while assessing future needs in the

organization, and ensuring the team is enabled. This role may eventually leave the talent

acquisition team and move into a broader talent intelligence/ops team that looks at

recruiting and talent management. This is poised for the most growth of any roles within

talent.     

Early Career

This is similar to a recruiting role, except their focus is on college-age and younger workers

for entry-level or internship positions. This role is evolving from traditional campus

recruiting as more companies look at talent outside of the conventional college path. We

are seeing these specialists focus on high schools, tech boot camp programs, specialty

programs, and military and non-traditional entrants that may not be "early" in their career

but new to an industry or role. 

New Hire/Onboarding Specialist

This team is responsible for onboarding new employees into the organization. They

coordinate logistics for making offers, conducting background checks or drug screenings,

collecting new hire paperwork, and ensuring the information moves from recruiting systems

to HR solutions. They are also responsible for partnering with recruiting, HR, and hiring

teams to create and deliver onboarding programs. This may involve new hire training

sessions and supporting hiring teams and hiring managers with the training they need to

welcome new people onto their teams. 

ANALYST NOTE:
Recruiting Coordinators should be a crucial part of any process or technology discussions

and part of the decision team. Their role touches many different functions and gives them a

unique insight into what isn’t working effectively and where the most significant gaps exist

more holistically around the technology and the process. They also often are the ones that

have closer insight to backchannel conversations and opinions of what is happening.

16
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Chief Human Resource Officers (CHROs) / Chief People Officers (CPOs) develop and

execute human resource strategies that support the overall business plan and strategic

direction of the organization, specifically in the areas of succession planning, talent

management, change management, organizational and performance management,

training and development, and compensation. They are C-level executives that often

report to the CEO and act as an advisor on all people-related matters. 

Talent Acquisition 

Internal Stakeholders.

Employee Experience Teams are responsible for designing and implementing the

employee experience, implementing employee experience and engagement programs,

and reporting on results. Internal communications, wellbeing, training and development,

collaboration, engagement, employee life cycles, and more fall under their purview.

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging Teams leaders and teams are responsible for

setting diversity goals and partnering internally to build inclusive processes throughout

the organization. They usually report to either HR leaders or directly to the CEO. Their roles

may span people and data analytics, performance management, recruiting and

onboarding, employee wellness and wellbeing, community building, training and

development, and more. 

VP or Director of Talent Acquisition set the strategy for talent attraction and hiring

people, processes, and technology. They oversee teams that brand and market jobs,

manage the candidate experience, source and screen candidates, train managers and

interview teams, manage and leverage technology, and more. 

People Insights Directors and teams lead people science functions by designing and

implementing data and reporting infrastructures and tech stacks to help HR and people

teams effectively manage and measure people-related programs. As part of this, they may

design employee surveys, advanced analytics, workforce planning, and program

evaluations, translate data into actionable insights for executives, and maintain data

governance, data quality, and operational reporting.

17
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Hiring Managers are any managers who are hiring to add headcount to their team. They

will be responsible for supervising the employee and have significant and final input in

crafting or shaping the job description and interviewing, evaluating, and selecting

candidates to hire.

Employee Experience Teams are responsible for designing and implementing the

employee experience, implementing employee experience and engagement programs,

and reporting on results. Internal communications, wellbeing, training and development,

collaboration, engagement, employee life cycles, and more fall under their purview.

Interview Team Members are not the recruiter or hiring manager but who interview and

help influence the candidate evaluation and selection processes. Typically, interviewers

are people that the candidate will work with and are usually asked to evaluate different

aspects of the candidate for a more holistic view of the candidate during evaluations. 

Current Employees/Internal Candidates are existing employees who are either

interested in or identified as a good fit for new positions within the same organization.

These positions can either be lateral moves at different functions within the organization

or promotions. 

Employee Wellbeing Teams partner with HR and benefits teams to design, implement,

and evaluate wellbeing initiatives to cultivate healthy habits, improve health outcomes,

increase productivity, and boost employee engagement. They approach wellbeing from

mental, physical, financial, and social/community lenses to holistically support employees.

18
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Contingent/Retained Search
Contingent and retained search firms partner with a company to fill a specific role or set of roles.

Typically these are high-level or more specialized roles, and many companies use them for

confidential searches. The rates vary but typically run between 15%-20% of first-year earnings. For

some retained roles, expect to see closer to 33%. For higher volume with an established partner, it

may be as low as 10%. 

Recruitiment Process Outsourcing
RPOs can take on the full recruiting function of an organization or just the parts of it where your

team may have bottlenecks. Full, end-to-end RPOs will help with branding, sourcing, managing the

interview process, coordinating the hire, and some will even take accountability for new hire

performance. Many firms will now take on clients looking to outsource just a part of the process.

Talent Acquisition 

Service Providers.

Temporary & Contract Agencies
These agencies help companies fill short to long-term gaps with the talent they don't have to hire

directly but can have working for them.   The agency bills the company while the employee

technically "works" for the agency that handles the taxes, benefits, labor issues, etc. These are

common with high-end specialty tech talent and high turnover, hourly workforce.  

Recruitment Advertising Agencies
Recruitment advertising or marketing agencies help companies create and deliver content to help

companies attract, engage, and hire talent. They can do this across channels, including digital

marketing, search engine marketing, display ads, niche job boards and postings, email and social

campaigns, radio or streaming ads, billboards, and print/magazine ads. 

Employment Branding Agencies
These agencies help companies assess and manage their identity as employers. They can help

develop the core brand message behind content and campaigns designed to target candidates

with specific skills and those who might thrive in your work environment. 

These types of partners bring their expertise and experience with a wide range of solutions to your

selection and change management team. They often engage and do needs assessments with

critical stakeholders, create RFPs or demo scenarios, and offer you “insider” connections with

vendors, given their relationships and expertise. They can also help manage the process change

that comes with implementing new technology.

Vendor Selection & Change Management

Implementation Partners
Implementation partners help companies configure, implement, and roll out the tools they buy.

Many vendors have dedicated, go-to partners that they use consistently. These partners are often

product experts on their own and can strategically and technically guide companies on how to

maximize the value and adoption of their tool. They are often more technically focused than the

change management team.

19



Recruiting is a
complicated mix of
human interactions,
office politics, 
brand reputation,
timing, and effort
that is surprisingly
complex. 
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THE BUSINESS
IMPACT OF TALENT
ACQUISITION

Part 3
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Who and how an organization hires has a direct impact on nearly every

aspect of the business. Thanks to additional research in this space over the

last few decades, we know that talent acquisition efforts not only directly

impact the quality of candidates you get and cost per hire but also have an

impact on corporate culture, employee engagement & retention rates,

diversity, consumer brand, customer experience, quality of the products or

services you sell, and ultimately, your revenue. 

Deloitte research has found that companies with high-maturity (strategic

vs. reactive) talent acquisition teams have 18% greater revenue and 30%

greater profitability than more reactive or less strategic organizations⁸. 

The stakes are even higher for brands where job applicants may also be

customers. One study found that 18% of retail customers may also be job

applicants. There was a direct correlation between their treatment in the

interview process and ongoing business. Poor candidate experiences cost

an estimated $5 million per year in lost customer revenue⁹. 

Making changes to improve hiring isn’t just the “right” thing, and there is a

direct correlation to the business impact we can’t ignore. Just as the sales,

marketing, and customer success departments rely on metrics today to

prove the business case and impact of changes, so should human

resources and talent acquisition teams. Discussing and acknowledging

the data behind the change doesn’t negate the necessary social and

value-based decisions; it further supports them.  

21
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 95% of people feel that their
experience as a candidate
indicates how a company 

treats its employees

The business impact of talent acquisition starts before a candidate even considers

applying. The moment potential employees hear about an organization, they form an

impression of what it would be like to work there - this is your employer's brand.

Employment branding impacts the number of applicants received, how easy it is to hire,

how much you have to pay¹⁰, and even how long someone will stay employed¹¹.  

From the ease of application to making the offer - we want to ensure the best candidates

stay in the process and become quality employees. 95% of people feel that their

experience as a candidate indicates how a company treats its employees¹². In 2021, 60% of

job seekers said they quit filling out an online application due to long or complex

requirements¹³. And more than half declined an offer due to a negative candidate

experience¹⁴. In a competitive market, both waste recruitment marketing efforts, sourcing,

interview time, and the costs it took to get to the respective points.

Imagine researching a company with job posts and branding around diversity, community,

and employee first messaging - then finding that same company treating you poorly in the

hiring process, having negative reviews from current employees online, or being featured

on a “worst places to work” list. The inconsistency in messaging and experience

negatively impacts job seekers, employees, and the main company brand. Consumer

research shows that brands with consistent messaging are 3.5 times more likely to enjoy

excellent brand visibility¹⁵. Companies would do better by creating employment brand

messaging more closely aligned with reality - even if it is not as inspirational.
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Employer review sites like Glassdoor ensure that

every experience - positive and negative - has an

audience. Today, 82% of candidates consider an

employer's brand and reputation before applying¹⁶.   
Beyond prospective employees, current

employees are looking at these sites to see how

other people are feeling - validating alignment of

experiences and impacting retention - good or

bad. 

Your brand is controlled, in part, by how you

manage and engage your current workforce. And

your referrals and retention rates are impacted, in

part, by how you manage your brand¹⁷. 92% of

employees said they would consider leaving their

job if offered a role with a company with an

excellent corporate reputation¹⁸. 

When our processes and technologies are not

strategic and candidate-focused, we have a lower

quality of hire. This leads to turnover and low-

engaged workers, negatively impacting

productivity, morale, and retention of other

employees¹⁹. Those lead to more brand image

issues and a complex cycle to get out of.   

Organizations need to be aware of the business

impact of talent acquisition and have teams work

more effectively to solve departmental or role-

related issues that create an adverse effect for TA

to work around. TA needs to do their part to ensure

their process is designed to treat candidates in the

way they would want employees to be treated. 

 

of candidates consider a
companies brand and

reputation before
applying.

82%
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While achieving
true inclusion
requires efforts
beyond hiring,

Talent acquisition
is where change
can start.
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Deeper Dive:  Diversity & Inclusion
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Diversity and Inclusion are critical issues for organizations, employees, and candidates

today. More than 75% of candidates said a diverse workforce is important when considering

job offers²⁰. Companies are looking closely at representation within their applicant pools

and employee levels, and many realize changes are needed. 

Today DEI programs are much broader than race, ethnicity, and gender many people first

think of when DEI is mentioned. They include representation and diversifying talent across

various underrepresented groups at work, including age, physical and cognitive abilities,

sexual orientation, military veteran status, and even educational background. 

We see organizations bringing in new technology to assist their DEI efforts within recruiting.

This includes sourcing tools to identify new sources of talent and reach underrepresented

groups, job description writing technology changing how they write job postings to be

more inclusive, utilizing virtual interviews, partnering with employee resource groups to

increase referrals, and more than a third have diversified their interview panels²¹. Many
existing technologies are also adding in DEI features - like the ability to hide someones

identifying information, name, schools, etc., during the sourcing and assessment stage - to

make it easier to make the change, even if there isn’t a specific budget. 

Interestingly, 86% of organizations found that new hiring tools like virtual interviews

improved their ability to hire underrepresented talent²² - the opposite impact many were

fearful about when virtual and video interviews were first launched over a decade ago. 

While truly achieving diversity and
inclusion requires efforts far beyond hiring, 
talent acquisition is where change can start.
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Nearly half of companies surveyed by the Talent Board claim to have implemented

technology to reduce unconscious bias in recruiting and hiring. Almost 18% of companies

that haven't implemented diversity recruiting technology are planning to do so in the

future²³. Our 2022 Insights at Work research found that less than 30% of companies have

bought DEI software, but nearly 25% of companies plan to in 2022. This is the largest area of

growth for any TA tech stack category.   We unfortunately also found that almost 45% of

buyers do not understand what or why they would need this technology²⁴.  

From a business impact perspective, McKinsey has done extensive research on a diverse

team's role in a company's success. Overall, they have found them more innovative and

profitable than their counterparts. Racially and ethnically diverse companies are 35% more

likely to have better financial returns²⁵. At the same time, they found that "company profits

and share performance can be close to 50 percent higher when women are well

represented at the top²⁶." Other research has shown team innovation is enhanced by 20%

with cognitive diversity²⁷. 

Inclusion is a product of diversity and respect, and it isn't a quota or goal you can reach

because it is on your KPIs. By assembling a diverse pipeline of new talent and then treating

them with respect during the interview process, and once they are employees, you move

toward a more inclusive culture that will attract more diversity in the future.

Deeper Dive:  Diversity & Inclusion, cont
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Some things to think about: 
 

Are your employment branding videos captioned?

Are your job postings using exclusionary language?

Does your ATS have a way to indicate preferred pronouns? 

Have you tested AI used in recruiting tools for bias? 
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Analyst Note: Pay Equity, Hiring & DEI

This focus on diversity and inclusion must start even before job descriptions, with a

genuine commitment to looking at key hiring metrics and ongoing performance, pay, and

promotion rates. It must also permeate every part of the company and not be about

reaching "goals" but about creating inclusivity. 

Pay Equity is a crucial area for this. 

Pay equity goes beyond diversity and inclusion but often disproportionately impacts

underrepresented groups who historically were making less, were less likely to negotiate

salary or request a raise.   While pay equity is traditionally thought of as a compensation

matter, the truth is recruiting teams that are speaking with candidates all day are in much

better positions to understand today’s competitive talent market. Hiring teams

subsequently should become well-versed in pay equity if they aren’t already.  

As will be discussed further in the compliance section, there are rules in many states

against asking for current compensation and pending regulations in some states

requiring publishing salary data on each job posting.  

As more and more people share compensation data online via social media and employer

review sites, existing pay equity gaps are more visible than ever - impacting brand, hiring,

and retention rates. In addition, the current shortages of workers overall and specifically

those with critical skills have driven up pay rates to get new talent and pushed employers

to offer signing bonuses.  

If your organization is doing this, it can cause pay compression, where new

hires with less experience are making as much as or more than current,

experienced employees. 

Compensation leaders need to partner with talent acquisition teams to be aware of and

ensure equitable compensation.  That may mean addressing compensation for current

employees based on what new hires are being paid, or candidates are requesting.
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Compliance is the least discussed area of talent acquisition but one area that has the most

significant business impact, primarily if not handled correctly. Talent acquisition teams have

to be aware of compliance regulations from the EEOC, OFCCP, SEC, and numerous state

and local laws related to hiring. 

While some discrimination may be deliberate, much due to a lack of training and education

around the laws and exactly what is and isn't included. 

Salary history bans currently exist at the state and local levels in 37 cities or states. This has

been put in place to stop recruiters and managers from asking about someone's salary

history, which has historically been used to create pay inequity among women and minority

workers. Other states, like Wisconsin, made a ban by a local government illegal.   As many of

these rules are newer, more seasoned recruiters, interview team members, or hiring

managers could be unaware they exist as this was standard practice for so long. Recruiters

and interviewers who live in different regions may also be unfamiliar with the laws in other

areas if there is no formal policy inside the company. 

Beyond the local and state laws for salary history, several federal rules exist for companies

with just 15 or more employees. These laws make it illegal to discriminate against an

applicant or employee based on race, color, religion, national origin, sex, pregnancy,

gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, genetic information, or age (over 40). It also

extends protection to anyone that has previously complained about discrimination if they

aren't in a protected class. 

Deeper Dive:  Compliance 
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The EEOC and OFCCP have similar

functions. The EEOC oversees federal laws

that make it illegal to discriminate at work,

and the OFCCP manages cases where the

employer does business with the federal

government. 

In 2019, nearly 80,000 claims were made,

and more than $486 million was secured

by the EEOC for victims of discrimination in

the workplace²⁸. That number was down

slightly in 2020 due to the pandemic.

 

States ban asking about
candidate salary

history.
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Diversity and Inclusion

Training, development, and retention

Financial benefits, rewards, and other

recognition

Employee engagement

Compliance is also moving to be more

forward-looking and based on

transparency. Each year publicly-traded

companies in the US have to submit a Form

10-K; investors use that to evaluate the

organization and its sustainability. 

Historically, the only required detail around

HR was the number of employees. As of

2021, these Form 10-K now must include a

disclosure of their human capital

resources²⁹.

As with many government guidelines

around employment, it is unclear what

should be included. Multiple debates

currently exist in the government over the

extent of mandated reporting on human

capital, and this will likely be a moving

target for years to come. So far, companies

started with some basic data points in the

first year and will be expanding as they get

better access to their data. 

In a look at 10-K's filed by the 100 top-

performing members of the Fortune 500

after the rule took effect, over half included

details on: 

Only 28% of them discussed talent

attraction and recruitment efforts. 
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As this becomes the standard for public

companies, we expect to see the

disclosure of various hiring and

employment numbers showing up in other

competitive, privately held companies to

show an advantage. And soon, they will

likely be included on employer review

sites and other resources that candidates

look at when applying for a role. 

HR Technology vendors, including talent

acquisition suites, will need to assess the

reporting and analytics functionality to

meet the demands to make this easily

accessible. 

 

Job postings  are not being listed
with local and state employment
agencies. 

Job descriptions and postings
include language the EEOC sees as
having a direct impact on
underrepresented and historically
marginalized populations, such as
"must live within city limits," "must
be currently employed," "no criminal
record," and "recent graduate."³⁰

Applicant history is not being
properly tracked -  including
interview notes and reasons for why
they were or were not hired. 

Some common OFCCP issues related to
recruiters were: 

Deeper Dive:  Compliance, cont
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TALENT ACQUISITION
TECH STACK 

Part 4

The 2022 talent acquisition (TA) tech stack is one of the most complex and extensive in the

HCM (Human Capital Management) space. This year's tech stack includes more than 31

categories, including core tools, point solutions, foundational features, and complementary

technologies.

With the number of companies planning on buying new technology (more than 35%) and

the confusion we are finding buyers have around certain types of products, we chose to

define each category rather than create an ecosystem of logos. 

Building your talent acquisition tech stack isn't about having all of these solutions; it is

about buying the right tools to fit your needs to recruit better and retain talent. 

Use this as a quick reference guide to help you understand what changes are happening in

each of the parts of the tech stack, a clear definition of the different categories out there,

and how you may use them to solve your critical business challenges. 
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Analyst Note: 
Building your TA Tech Stack. 

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

Understand what you are trying to solve.  Just because tech is cool or works for

another company doesn't mean it is necessary for you.  Referrals mean little. 

Do multiple demos, not an RFP.  Technology has changed a lot. The RFP process

creates limitations and doesn't allow you to use this process to learn about new

features, unique approaches, or the ways companies are using the tools. 

Learn from the product sales teams - good ones are consultative and help solve

problems; they are an invaluable resource and not a "vendor" to buy from 

Implementation and rollout should be part of early conversations - a partner that

is focused on this area make a huge difference in the success rate of the project. 

Shifting priorities around work have led to rapid growth and adoption of technology and tools

focused on hiring.  Nearly every organization surveyed in our 2022 Insights at Work study

planned to buy at least one talent acquisition technology this year.  More than a quarter were still

confused by the available options and building out their tech stack. Finding the right

combination of solutions is all about finding technology that solves your specific challenges is

easy to use, and will be adopted by your team.  It is not about who is the trending or popular

tools or what other companies are using.

In two decades of researching & working in the HCM industry, I have yet to see a single product -

full suite or point solution - that could be recommended to “every” company. The same

sentiment can be held for the talent acquisition tech stack.  There is no “ideal” tech stack that we

can suggest.  Very few organizations will need to purchase every technology represented, and

very few will only buy a couple of tools. Most will have a combination of products (typically 8-

20), including several tools from the same category (widespread in Job Boards and Sourcing).  

Buying TA Technology requires careful planning, strategic foresight, and hours of research,

sales conversations, contract negotiations, implementation, and change management.  While it

can be time-consuming, making the right decision impacts the business and your candidate and

employee experiences. 

Here are four tips for success: 
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Candidate
Relationship 

Management (CRM)

Applicant Tracking
System 
(ATS)

Onboarding

Part 5
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The three elements of the core recruiting stack - CRM, Applicant Tracking, and Onboarding

- are all available as stand-alone solutions but are more commonly found together in Talent

Acquisition Suites or Platforms. 

Not much has changed as far as categories in the core tech stack in a few years since the

CRM was added. Still, the depth of the technology within the existing categories has

evolved quite a bit with the addition of AI, recruitment automation, and huge upgrades to

user experience for both candidates and recruiters happening in many of the systems.    

One area of exception is onboarding. After being relatively ignored with little change, it has

been emerging as a focus since the first modern onboarding tool was released over a

decade ago.

As we look at vendor roadmaps and company demand, we expect that internal mobility will

become a part of this core solution and move out of point solutions within 3-5 years, given

the targeted focus by many of the recruiting suite vendors as long as better market

education is produced on the value and impact.   Overall, we expect significant

advancements in roadmap execution in the next 18 months. Some talent acquisition suite

vendors acquire more point solutions to create more reach, and others use their strong

client relationships to move out of recruiting into employee experience and talent

management. 

TALENT ACQUISITION TECH STACK: 
CORE SOLUTIONS DEFINED.
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Recruiting CRM 
CRMs allow companies to manage candidates' relationships before and after applying to an

open position. For people familiar with a sales CRM, these function in a similar yet slightly

different way to store candidate information, segment candidates based on configurable

criteria, create and deliver targeted content, as well as report on insights like applicant pool

size, level of engagement, response rates, and more. 

Early systems were sometimes referred to as talent pools, and this phrase has continued to

stick and is used in marketing by most major CRM solutions. When using the talent pool

philosophy, the CRM can become the central hub through which all people are managed

until they are entirely in the process for a specific role.   

Within one system, you can include "prospects" or candidates you would like to target for

recruitment who have never had any contact with your organization, people you have met

that was interested in your company, but there was no role available, high-quality

candidates, that may have been the second or third choice for another position you want to

hire in the future as well as your entire network of everyone that has ever applied. 

Talent Pool - 
All Searchable

Candidates/People

CRM Project/
Folder/

Tag

Job Opening

Added by
AI/Match

Shows up in a
search

Direct from
Website

Added by
Sourcer

Auto-Match
Open Job

Invite to Job

Invite to Job

Invite to Job
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Recruiting CRM, Cont. 

These systems allow recruiting team members or people directly to enter their

information and express interest in working for a company, even if they don't

have a resume or there isn't a role currently open they are interested in.  

 Through "join our talent pool/community" links on a website, they can submit

a basic level of information, allowing a much higher conversion rate than a

complete application.  

Those people are then put into the system in a searchable database and

some sort of management/order. You will find a combination of folders, tags,

campaigns, and projects used to manage people who can live in one or

multiple folders.  

The reason CRMs are so foundational to the recruiting suite is because they

make managing and organizing candidates easy. Many of today's applicant

tracking systems were architected with a requisition centric vs. person-centric

approach making managing and searching for candidates a challenge.  

 Connecting with them if you do find them is even more challenging. 

Today's CRM systems overlap substantially with recruitment marketing tools,

applicant tracking systems, and talent matching. Like the talent matching

software - but lite - these systems are starting to incorporate AI or machine

learning into their processes to help automate routine steps of their hiring

process and surface candidate insights. These tools can match candidates

with roles proactively, input new candidates over time or update information

for candidates already in the system, segment candidates into relevant

candidate pipelines or talent pools, and strategically deliver communications

with candidates - whether one-off or en masse - at various points in time like at

a regular cadence or when a new job that aligns with their background is

open. They have a strong integration relationship with many of today's point

solutions for sourcing.

We expect to see the CRM continue to merge the ATS and recruitment

marketing features into a single solution, eliminating two categories in this

space. The newness of CRM is worn off, and we now see the functional

benefit of a single solution.  
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Applicant Tracking Systems 

Applicant Tracking Systems manage the hiring process as a whole automating workflow for

candidates, recruiters, interview teams, and hiring managers from requisition opening to

hire. 

This is the most common recruiting technology for companies of all sizes and has had

nearly 100% market saturation in the F1000 for over a decade. It is typically the first tool for

hiring bought outside of a job board by small businesses.   In our Insights at Work research,

the ATS has consistently had one of the lowest levels of uncertainty about what it does in all

of HR Technology. 

Key features include creating and managing career sites, opening and managing job

requisitions, moving candidates throughout the hiring process, designing and distributing

job applications, accepting job applications from candidates, managing candidates

throughout the hiring process, etc. Other standard features include interview management

and scheduling, resume matching and shortlisting, resume and document storage, offer

letter creation and distribution, etc. 

While the idea behind the ATS is to automate and

simplify the hiring process, many organizations

struggle to do that and fail to get full value out of

their ATS investment. For years, system

satisfaction was low, and many buyers were

unhappy and looking to replace their systems.

 The satisfaction rate is higher in our 2022

research than in a decade of doing this survey -

primarily due to the improvements by vendors

over the last few years on recruiter experience

and improving their basic features. 

With that said, nearly 30% of companies plan on

replacing their ATS in the next 12 months. Only

job boards had a higher expected replacement

rate for 2022. 

Analyst Note: 
 

Poor implementation &
configuration are the

leading causes of 
ATS dissatisfaction 

 

Vendors who focus on
implementation from the

sales process improve
adoption, retention & NPS. 
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Applicant Tracking Systems, cont. 

As the central location for all TA tech, most ATSs on the market today have robust API

capabilities and one-click integration with dozens of other technologies. More extensive

partnerships and integrations are typically available for products from the TA tech stack and

HRIS, payroll, talent management, and employee experience tools. 

Within the ATS, there are two key features that buyers should look at in more detail. While

all products can check the box, the details and depth of these two have some of the most

significant product gaps between systems when you look more closely. You may not need

all of the features, but it is important to be aware of the differences if you are shopping.   

Career Site

A career site is a website that provides job seekers with a high-level overview of the

company’s employer brand, employee benefits, and available jobs with links to each

available application. It is where they can search, apply and connect with a company

directly. 

Today’s career site tools can be found in recruitment marketing, CRM, and ATS but allow

recruiting teams to quickly create branded sites and experiences without any involvement

from IT. These are used to create custom landing pages for events, targeted roles, social

recruiting, and even a/b testing during sourcing. 

The major difference between the products is the ease of creating a site, available tracking

and analytics, and available templates. 

When evaluating career sites, make sure you ask about candidate
experience, easy apply options, limits to pages, and any additional

costs that are involved. ,
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Interview Management

Interview management can help

companies navigate the entire interview

process, from scheduling to scoring. These

solutions can help set company guidelines

to ensure a fair, consistent, and compliant

interview process. 

Features of this type of solution may

include interview scheduling capabilities

with calendar integrations and reminder

notifications with options to cancel or

reschedule, setting interview guidelines,

and creating criteria for evaluating

candidates. Ensuring the process is fair and

consistent, helping companies identify

interviewers to conduct interviews, collect

feedback from interviewers after the

interview process, conduct surveys,

provide data around interview scores, and

more. If a company chooses, they can also

help facilitate feedback to job seekers

about their interviews, which aligns with

candidate experiences' best practices³¹. 

Interview scheduling is a major issue at

most companies, with it taking recruiters

more than 30 minutes per interview to

schedule³². That loss of time slows down

the process for everyone. Yello found that

60% of recruiters lose candidates before

they can schedule their interviews³³.
Speeding up this process can help keep

great candidates in the process.

Applicant Tracking Systems, cont. 

Within systems, you will see a wide variety

of features; some have scheduling but

only if you use Google or Outlook - but not

both, some have scheduling, but

candidates can’t do it themselves.  Some

have interview guides, but it is the same

PDF attachment to everyone on the

interview team and not a dynamic guide

ensuring the right questions are asked of a

candidate. 

This has one of the most significant

variances in the entire tech stack, so make

sure you ask many questions and allow

the sales team to show you what they have

to offer - interesting minor features are

coming on roadmaps this year.  

of recruiters lose
candidates before they

can schedule their
interviews. 

60% 
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Onboarding 
 

Onboarding solutions help companies bring new hires into the organization by designing,

delivering, and automating new hire workflows - improving the experiences for the

company and the new employee.   They ensure that administrative tasks are completed and

help individuals acclimate to a new company or team and quickly become productive.   

Specific functionality includes administrative task management, internal role reminders,

day-1 readiness, and compliance auditing. There is a portal for the new employee to

complete all the necessary forms, find information about the culture and their teams, see

messages from leaders, ask questions, and identify any training they may need. 

These tools let new hires feel welcomed & included. The dashboarding is designed to allow

the new hire to efficiently understand the company's culture, goals, and values. Tools are

provided to ensure they meet key people and team members within the first few weeks or

months. Integrations with learning technology ensure they receive the proper training

needed to establish themselves in their role. It creates a personal yet consistent experience

that enables new employees to be set up for, and supported in, success from day one and

beyond. 

Today's Onboarding Programs

Compliance

Day 1 Ready

Culturalization

Training

Socialization

Retention
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Onboarding, cont. 

Companies doing onboarding most effectively start the process before day one, with 83%

of high-performing organizations taking that approach³⁴. A strategic process often

continues into the first six months an employee is hired vs. the traditional 1-5 day

"orientation" period. Currently, only 12% of employees would strongly agree that their

organization does a great job onboarding new employees³⁵. 

As the growth of remote work and a refocus on retention have come into play, we see an

increase in interest in onboarding technology. 

47% of companies with over 1,000 employees

expect to buy onboarding technology in the next 12

months - either a replacement or new addition to

their tech stack. 

One of the most significant factors driving this push is transitioning from traditional

compliance-focused - form completion tools to proper onboarding software. Companies

recognize the impact on retention and engagement before the hire is made and think about

onboarding from a candidate and employee experience vs. compliance perspective.    We

have seen limited growth in this market over the last decade, most new entrants have been

acquired quickly, and not a lot of innovation has occurred, but there is much discussion

about roadmaps and changes that can be made quickly.   

There is much opportunity for the full suite solutions to revamp their product with a modest

level of change and retain existing clients or bring current ATS clients on and broaden the

depth of the relationship. There are a minimal number of stand-alone onboarding solutions,

and the handful that exists are poised for success if they position and connect with the

company's needs effectively.   Expect to see modest yet impactful moves around this

technology and some re-emergence of old names in the coming year. 
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Finding and hiring
great talent
requires strategy,
multi-departmental
processes, and
technology aligned
to the same goal.



Part 5
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This year's tech stack includes nearly 30 categories of point solution technology that fall

into the functional areas of attracting, engaging, evaluating, hiring, and retaining talent. 

Point solutions are a necessary part of the tech stack. They often drive innovation and

change in the market, proving a use case for a particular category before it moves into the

core recruiting suite, as CRM has done. 

For many talent acquisition team members,  the

companies that fall under these categories are where

their loyalty lies. It isn't unusual to see them taking the

tech along if they change jobs.  

The decision to have retention solutions - including talent intelligence and mobility, is

driven by the focus on retention, internal mobility, and contingent workforce shifts. These

tools have or will launch recruiting-specific functionality in 2022 and will be heavily

marketed to the talent acquisition buyer in 2022 and 2023. 

The increase in categories in this space also creates buyer confusion and hesitation to buy.

New vendors coming into the market without a strong knowledge of the recruiting buyer

are only confusing things more as they try to create new categories vs. understanding

where they fit. 

One example is the quality of hire technology bubble. After reviewing a number of the tools

using this messaging, we believed they were better positioned elsewhere. With a complex

market already confusing buyers, properly aligning your positioning is in the best interest of

the buyer and technology vendors. 

TALENT ACQUISITION TECH STACK: 
POINT SOLUTIONS DEFINED.
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Point solutions in the "attract" section of the tech stack are designed to distribute your

brand messaging, open positions, and opportunities to connect with a broad audience. 

 These tend to lead to a more pro-active approach around brand building but a reactive

approach for candidate attraction - encouraging candidates to apply or connect with you. 

The core of the "attract" section is job boards, but many have merged over into other areas

of employment branding and connection or building talent pipelines.   We expect some of

these categories to disappear as we see market consolidation product expansion in the

next version.  Most notably, the alumni management and a more combined approach with

employer review sites, career communities, and job boards.  We expect job post

optimization to increase adoption - either as stand-alone or through acquisition into the

core suite. 

Ⓒ2022 Aspect 43, LLC

POINT SOLUTIONS DEFINED: 

ATTRACT

Career
Communities

Employer Review
Sites

Job Boards

Job Post
Optimization

Programmatic
Job Posting

Social Sourcing

Alumni
Management
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Job boards are websites that employers

use to post jobs for job seekers to find.

Key features include the ability to post

jobs, retrieve applicants that applied, an

admin portal with relevant data for

reporting, a job feed that lists available jobs

for job seekers to apply for, search and

filtering capabilities for candidates to find

relevant positions, and employer profiles

with information about companies for job

seekers to review. 

Most applicant tracking systems directly

integrate with job boards, so open

positions are automatically placed. Smaller

companies may only use a job board and

their back-end functionality to manage the

entire hiring process. Larger boards are

adding functionality like screening, video

interviews & assessments into the job post

flow.  

Job boards can be more broad, like

ZipRecruiter or Indeed, or more niche to

find candidates that work in specific jobs,

industries, or are parts of segments of the

population. 

Based on our latest research, job boards

are one of the top areas for new

investment for recruiting teams in 2022. 

Job Boards
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Social Sourcing

This technology supports recruitment

marketing and employment branding

efforts focusing on social media sites.  With

90% of companies having a social

presence³⁶ and 86% of job seekers using

social media in their job search³⁷, social
recruiting tools can improve brand

awareness and increase candidate

pipelines. 

These solutions are based on marketing

tools and can help you manage multiple

channels, create social campaigns,  create

brand consistency, and provide advanced

analytics to identify the best sources of

candidates and brand reach for more

targeted, strategic efforts.  

 

86%

Job Seekers Use Social
Media in the Job Search
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Programmatic job advertising solutions help companies advertise jobs on various paid

channels similar to Google AdWords or other paid placement areas.  

Leveraging automation and artificial intelligence removes the need for high-touch human

intervention in individual job placement, makes the right people see job advertisements at

the right time, and lets recruiting teams focus time and energy on the best candidates.  

The solutions can be set to understand the goals of the budget and adjust accordingly

based on results.   For example, you have a $1000/month budget; you may split that

between promoting three roles. You can tell the system that once you get 100 candidates

for any of the roles, shift the spend to the other 2 . Once it hits 100 for Job #1, it sees you

only have 20 for job #2 and 70 for job #3, so the money will be reallocated to those, with

more focus on job #2 to help you reach the goal.  

Ensuring the money is used where it needs to be vs. broad approaches

can increase the number of qualified applicants twofold and lower the

cost per hire by between 20 and 50%³⁹.

Programmatic Advertising
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Job Post Optimization
Job post-optimization tools help companies write compelling job descriptions. They

originally started to offer template job descriptions for typical roles and provide structure

when writing a post. They have evolved into advanced AI and machine learning

technologies that can help companies write more engaging posts, while also ensuring

exclusionary language is caught.  

Many companies use these technologies to get more qualified and more diverse applicants

- with research showing that companies using this technology have more than doubled the

number of applicants, doubled the amount of women applicants, and increased the quality

of applicants so more people reached the interview stages in the hiring process³⁸.

As companies continue to focus on diversity and inclusion and the awareness of these tools

exists, we expect this to be a growing category in the coming years. They provide a simple,

Grammarly-like consumer experience to recruiting and hiring teams.  
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Career Communities

Career communities are specialized communities for

which specific segments of the population to

connect. They may be broad in their reach, like

Linkedin, targeted by profession, like Github, or based

on a personal affiliation, like Mogul. 

The goal of a career community for the member is to

help them connect and grow in their career; it isn't

always about finding a new job. You will commonly

see learning opportunities and forums or groups

where people share questions for community

feedback or post answers to help others.   

These can be a tricky part of the tech stack for

companies, especially if you have a more reactive

approach to hiring. Companies with solid outbound

recruiting approaches understand how to engage

and build relationships find these communities

valuable. Nearly 30% have identified them as a top

source of candidates in 2021.⁴⁰

Beyond direct sourcing, these groups can be an

excellent source of competitive intelligence (ex, this

company seems to have a lot of unhappy employees),

gathering referrals, and identifying more diverse

pipelines - some companies find that Career

communities have diversified candidate pipelines by

74%⁴¹. 

For more direct hiring activity, some career

communities also offer the option to partner with

them to create a company profile, offer your own

learning sessions to the members, or post jobs on

their private job board. 

 

74%
 Increase in

pipeline
diversity
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Alumni management solutions help

companies stay engaged with former

workers, providing the organization with a

source for recruiting former talent, referrals

for job openings, and even potential

clients. They function as a CRM with

organizations sharing personalized

content for this audience, targeted referral

incentive programs, or even planning

alumni networking events from the system. 

Recent studies show that alumni rehire is

the #1 source of quality hires, alumni and

alumni referral programs fill 20% of external

hires a year, and 72% of past employees

would return to a company⁴⁴. 

Given the overlap in features and the

general disinterest by buyers (this has the

lowest category rating for buyer interest of

the nearly100 we survey), we expect that

the alumni management-specific features

will make their way to recruitment

marketing and CRM tools. It will become a

feature vs. standalone product category,

and this bubble will disappear off the next

version of this tech stack. 

Alumni

Management
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Employer Review

Sites
Employer review sites allow candidates

and employees to leave feedback and

reviews about their experience with a

company. As customer review sites like

Yelp became popular, employees and

candidates wanted a space to share

anonymously about their pay, manager,

work environment, leadership, and

experience interviewing at a company. 

These have expanded from a few major

sites (Glassdoor, Indeed) to several

specialty sites targeting niche markets.

Today, they are often connected with

career communities in the niche space or

part of job boards - tying ratings directly to

job posts for transparency.   

Employers that once ignored these sites

are now taking action as research shows

that half of the job seekers read reviews

before applying for a job⁴², and 1 in 3

candidates have declined based on the

reviews of the employees they read⁴³. 
 Companies are taking more proactive

approaches, including creating company

pages, looking for areas of feedback from

candidates and employees on the sites

and making changes faster.

 1 in 3 people has declined a job offer
because of negative reviews
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Point solutions in the "engage" section of the tech stack take a more proactive approach

to candidate attraction - building relationships and encouraging candidates to apply or

connect with you.  They are an important part of keeping talent pipelines filled for current

or future roles and have a much more personalized approach.  Many organizations often

leverage multiple "engage" tools from the "outbound/sourcing" bubble for specialized

roles or functions.  

We expect this area also to see some consolidation as some of the existing categories

slowly see their features built out by the platforms.  Recruitment marketing will likely fully

role in the CRM where it makes sense to live, as will the referral and campus tools.   The

outbound recruiting and sourcing category will continue to expand and likely create

several subcategories and bubbles in the next iteration of this report.  
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POINT SOLUTIONS DEFINED: 

ENGAGE

Referral
Technology Candidate 

Feedback

Campus

Outbound 
Recruiting/
Sourcing

Recruitment
Marketing

Events
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Sourcing tools, also referred to as outbound recruiting software, help companies identify

qualified passive candidates for current or upcoming roles. While this is a single category,

multiple tools exist in a series of sub-bubbles, and companies with a sourcing team often

use several. Typically these are used to identify a candidate or group of candidates and

move them into your CRM and talent pool systems to further connect with them. Today's

technology ranges from simple browser plug-ins to some of the TA tech space's most

advanced AI and machine learning products. 

This will continue to be a major growth area in the talent acquisition tech stack in the

coming years. Nearly 40% of companies we surveyed will be buying outbound recruiting

solutions in 2022, one of the top categories of growth across more than 100 categories in

HR. 

We expect to see one of 2 things happen with this category - 1) There will be continued

rapid expansion, and multiple "bubbles" created, and 2) Some of these tools and bubbes

will be acquired by CRM and recruiting platform tools to round out their offering. We have

started to see some acquisitions and movements happening, but it is still light.
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Sourcing/Outbound Recruiting

DEI Source - An entire segment of this category specializes in identifying and sourcing

underrepresented talent. They use a similar approach to the search engine and ATS

rediscovery but have their focus more on inclusion and skills-based sourcing. Some of

the vendors in this space use only self-reported data, others focus on DEI by scrubbing

profiles of any identifying information such as name, zip code, school, etc. and allow

you to focus directly on the candidate. 

Browser Extensions - These products can grab candidate information and create a

profile either in your CRM or their system.  They are designed for speed to task. 

Search Engines -  Specialized search technologies that allow you to put in key

features you are looking for, and it searches the web, communities, lists & anything it

can find for profile matches. It will typically aggregate that information into a

standard format for you to review before sending it over to your CRM.

ATS Rediscovery - These focus on helping you source and identify people who

have already applied and uses the internet to keep their information as up to date as

possible - even if it has been years since they applied. 

Types of Sourcing Tools
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Recruitment

Marketing
Recruitment Marketing solutions help
companies market their organization and
jobs by creating and segmenting audiences
as part of candidate pipelines; distributing
content that aligns with employment brand
efforts; targeting desired audiences;
nurturing prospects and job seekers; and
creating reports on its success. These tools
help better understand the pipeline, source
engagement levels, and effort/cost to hire.

Companies use this approach to share
their story and amplify their brand beyond a
job post. People want to get to know a
company today, and using employee-
created content is working. Companies
have seen a 16% increase in applications
from women and underrepresented job
seekers when they share employee stories
featuring employees like them⁴⁵.   

Today, we are seeing much overlap
between traditional recruitment marketing
and CRM tools - with more advanced
companies choosing to use recruitment
marketing-specific technology and the
basic features of recruitment marketing that
exist in most CRM technologies working for
many. We also see much overlap between
these and the social sourcing tools as they
have matured and taken on more
marketing functionality. 

 

Candidate

Feedback
Candidate Feedback tools help

companies collect feedback about the

hiring process from candidates to

measure candidate satisfaction and

improve the candidate experience. Key

features include creating surveys about

the hiring process, distributing surveys to

candidates, and analyzing the results from

candidate feedback. These tools may

integrate with ATSs for automated survey

distribution and help companies measure

candidate satisfaction, also known as

Candidate NPS (Net Promoter Score).

16%
Increase in applications from
women & underrepresented

workers when you share
employee stories. 
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 Even if you aren’t
actively managing
your employer
brand, you have
one.



Campus recruiting tools are designed for

the specific needs of high school and

college students at the intern, bachelor,

and graduate levels.

Campus features include job boards and

event software specific to college

campuses. There also is a group of tools

similar to CRM and event tools that create

specialized landing pages and marketing

features, talking specifically about the

roles, career paths, majors, day in the life,

etc. These tools overlap much with other

tools in the tech stack but are specially

designed for a younger or entry-level

workforce.

Campus
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Events

Recruiting Event tools help companies
connect with candidates through in-person
and online events.  Initially started with
campus technology, they were quickly
adopted by organizations opening large
hiring events onsite for hourly workers or
high-volume roles in addition to campus. 

The features give companies a chance to
promote hiring events online, schedule
interviews with candidates ahead of time,
capture candidate information and
resumes, communicate with candidates -
whether through messaging or video chats
- and manage event logistics, including
headcount and travel, as well as report on
event costs, candidate pipelines, hires, and
event ROI.  

Referral tools help companies source candidates by tapping into the networks of existing

candidates, employees, or the public via social. 

Key features of referral technology include a branded referral portal, the ability to refer

people through referral links or candidate introductions and endorsements, share jobs with

people who can easily share with their networks, create and share posts for other people to

share, automate sharing capabilities, gamify and reward employees for referring candidates

that are hired, and report on the status of referrals, top sources of referrals, and rewards. 

Referral Products

We expect that ATS, CRM & Recruitment Marketing tools will add a significant amount of

these features onto their roadmaps.  This results in a much smaller demand for point

solutions in each of these categories without further innovation or roadmap movement.  
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Point solutions in the "evaluate" section help recruiting teams assess skills, fit, and the

likelihood of success within a role.  They range from candidate-driven experiences with

basic screening questions to in-depth technical assessments.  A newer entrant in the tech

stack is the matching systems.  While they were first launched in 2005, the technology

only recently caught up to make them useful.  They will be a growing category as they

help simplify the process for recruiters and improve the exposure for well-qualified

candidates.   It is a category that innovative recruiting suites will keep their eye on for

acquisition.
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Assessment solutions allow companies to administer, deliver, and sometimes even grade

hiring assessments to help companies screen and evaluate candidates. Assessments can

determine whether candidates will be good fits for the company, team, and role through

several types of tests that look at soft skills, knowledge, capabilities, or even technical skills.

Behavioral assessments usually ask questions to assess candidate behaviors, beliefs,

attitudes, and motivations. Other hiring assessments allow candidates to show off skills like

in typing tests. 

Today, most assessment companies are filled with dozens of IO psychologists and data

scientists that are constantly doing validation studies and work to assure their tools are both

valid and without bias. Our 2021 research found that 40% of small businesses planned to

buy or replace their assessment solutions before the end of 2022. 

Behavioral assessments help describe and predict how individuals react to particular

situations, cultures, or work environments. Behavioral assessments can be instrumental in

assisting individuals in understanding their behavior and helping others understand how to

communicate best and work with them. It is crucial to ensure that these tests are used

correctly and used to inform decisions, not as decision-making tools in and of themselves.

An interesting strategy for behavioral assessments might be to assess an entire team and

then seek to hire a candidate with complementary skills that the rest of the team lacks. 

Skill assessments can vary significantly from skill to skill. Some are as simple as a typing test,

and others test knowledge and use of a particular piece of software or test more complex

skills like whether someone can give injections in a medical setting. Depending on the type

of skill, these can be automated tests or an automated system where people evaluating the

talent can record their assessment of the quality of the skills performed. 

We are seeing an emergence of tools in the assessment space that are the “science of

hiring,” combining AI matching and various validated assessment models to help predict fit.   

We expect to see closer integration between assessments and talent intelligence

technology before publishing the following tech stack. 

One area of assessment we call a unique product category is a technical assessment.    

Assessments
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Technical assessments are designed to

assess an individual's knowledge and

abilities regarding a specific technical skill

or technology. They help ensure a

candidate understands the tools and

concepts behind a particular technology

area, such as computer coding for a

specific language. They offer a simulated

issue in a test environment and evaluate

the speed and accuracy of applicants.

Technical assessment tools usually

electronically validate the identity of test-

takers to ensure the test taker is the

applicant, record tests for future review,

proctor exams through either a person or

AI, and have options to allow two-way live

coding interviews during which hiring

teams and candidates code together in

real-time to assess candidate capabilities.

These assessments also offer automated

grading through AI and allow companies

to grade submissions themselves.   

Many products emerging in this space

come from a technical, not assessment or

IO psychology background.     We expect

to see these tools develop strong

partnerships with skills-based and

contingent hiring in the coming years.  

Technical

Assessments

Matching systems screen resumes and uses

AI, machine learning, or keyword searching

to learn about candidates and jobs and

match them together. 

Solutions can score, rank or shortlist

qualified candidates from your existing

talent pool, applicant list, or the broader

market that best alight with job

requirements. They connect to the ATS,

CRM, and other solutions in the tech stack to

facilitate sourcing and screening efforts.

Matching helps companies widen applicant

pools and even reduces turnover by 75% by

finding more qualified candidates for

companies⁴⁶. 

Matching

Systems

Job Simulations
Job simulations use an assignment, game,

or VR setting to create an experience for

candidates to walk through scenarios that

may exist on the job.   Like how a customer

service representative would handle an

upset customer. Some companies use these

job simulators as a way to screen candidates

in high-volume and high-impact roles  and as

a way to predict performance and turnover.

This is a small market but may see some

growth if people buy into Meta. 
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Candidate Introduction/Cover Letter - This allows an introduction

typically based on a short prompt but not a full interview

Asynchronous or One Way - This is where a candidate gets a series of

questions and has a chance to record their answers with just the system

vs. a person. 

Video Meeting - this can be used for 1:1 or panel and is closest to a

Zoom type of experience, but offers significant benefits on the back end

that a standard video chat program doesn't provide. 

Video options are usually set up in one of 3 ways: 

1.

2.

3.

Video Interview
Video Interviewing solutions, also called digital interviewing, help companies screen and

evaluate candidates by interviewing them through video technology. 

This technology usually includes interview scheduling capabilities, interview recording,

sharing, interview notes, interview feedback, or rating forms. Some even offer AI-based

candidate screening, audio-based grading, and facial recognition. Integration capabilities with

ATSs are standard.

Video interviews are often asynchronous, with scripted questions asked of every candidate to

ensure fairness and consistency. They are usually recorded and shared, allowing recruiters and

hiring managers to collaborate on evaluating the candidate—the earlier in the process, the

better for this type.

Video interviews are helping organizations become more efficient. It is being used earlier in the

recruiting process by automating screening questions and allowing individuals to move right

into a screening at the point of application. This speeds up the hiring process and narrows the

applicant pool more efficiently. Sixty percent of HR managers say they use or have used video

interviewing in the hiring process. Organizations have found that video interviews are 6x faster

than phone interviews, and 84% of the candidates schedule an interview within 24 hours of

receiving a text invite⁴⁷. 

The more advanced companies are creating a merge between this and interview intelligence

tools. 
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Texting tools allow recruiters to text with

candidates on their mobile devices

either directly or via a bot - one on one or

en masse. Most of today's technology

includes bot-based functionality and

standard texting outreach.  

Texting is an essential part of the TA tech

stack as recent data shows that 85% of

Americans own a smartphone compared

to just 77% that own desktops and

laptops⁵⁰. Ninety-five percent of people

read text messages within 5 minutes,

which is 60x faster than email, and this

lets recruiters get responses more

quickly⁵¹. 

Texting

Bots help companies automate recruiting processes to improve the candidate experience

and allow your recruiting team to stay more focused on the more strategic parts. These tools

handle tasks such as: answering questions about the role or company, recommending open

jobs, capturing candidate information, screening candidates, and scheduling interviews.

They usually have AI and machine learning technology that allows them to interact with

candidates conversationally and extend beyond a company’s career site and onto other

channels like Facebook or text.  

66% of candidates said they are glad to have chatbots to help with interview scheduling and

prep⁴⁸, and companies have found they were twice as likely to improve 1st-year retention⁴⁹.
They are one of the best investments in this space for ROI. 

Bots

66%
of candidates like
access to chatbots
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Point solutions in the "hire" section take the "evaluate" section to the next level. This

section is filled with some of the oldest (reference and background checking) and newest

categories (skills-based hiring, interview intelligence, gig work) in the space - all expected

to make drastic changes to the market. This is the grouping of categories we expect to see

the most movement and advancement in the coming years.    Contingent & gig work will

likely "pop" into several additional categories. The interview intelligence market will

consolidate, and actual skills-based hiring will remove the need for a recruiter for specific

roles.   
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Interview Intelligence solutions leverage AI to improve the

candidate, hiring team, and recruiting teams' processes around

interviews. The technology makes the interview process more

efficient, effective, compliant, and strategic and increases the DEI

efforts. 

Standard features in these systems include efficiently scheduling,

recording, transcribing, indexing, and storing interviews. It then

uses the data gathered to identify trends, highlight what is and

isn't working, provide customized coaching to interview teams to

improve the quality of interviews and identify sentiment trends

with candidates. Companies can also determine how and when

keywords are used and easily share the results of a single

response or entire interview to compare between candidates

easily. Companies using this type of technology impact

stakeholders well beyond the recruiting team. Recruiting leaders

report this technology has saved more than 10 hours per posting

for their hiring managers and interview teams ⁵². 

This technology is now commonly found in digital interviewing

solutions- both phone and video - to achieve the above

outcomes. As a result, the "digital interviews - phone" category

has been entirely removed from the tech stack. Nearly all

companies that originally only completed the phone portion

have expanded their offerings to offer interview intelligence.

Video interviews have remained in their own bubble because

many of those systems still lack interview intelligence insights. 

This is an essential part of the tech stack for many organizations.

Many don't understand the value of, confusing it for the more

basic features of the interview management technology in the

core tech stack. 

If you haven't taken a look at them, this is one tool we strongly

recommend assessing for both hourly and professional roles. 

Interview Intelligence

10
Hours Saved

Per Posting for
Hiring

Managers &
Interview

Teams
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Skills Based Hiring

Skills-based hiring tools help companies hire people based on their skills and capabilities

rather than traditional approaches. They allow a candidate to express interest in a role,

assess the right skills and abilities by offering skills-based assessments, deliver reports

outlining candidate skills and capabilities, and automatically provide job offers to

candidates with the right skills meeting the minimum requirements. These tools automate

many screening, evaluating, and selection processes.

These solutions are relatively new to the market but have some high-volume use cases that

have already been established with the hourly and temporary workforce. We see stand-

alone solutions and tools by companies like Indeed and roadmaps within applicant

tracking systems preparing to fill the gap. 

With the shortage of talent, a broader focus on fair hiring processes, and the slow speed of

most companies in hiring, we anticipate this will quickly increase in popularity - especially in

high-volume or high-turnover roles. 

62% of Americans over the age of 25 don’t have a college

degree⁵³, and employees without four-year college degrees stay

with companies 34% longer than their peers with degrees⁵⁴. 

Many companies use criteria like a degree to qualify a candidate rather than looking at a

skill set. By shifting the focus to skills and capabilities, not qualifications that often introduce

bias into the process, companies can quickly and efficiently fill roles.

For recruiting teams also dealing with their own talent shortage, creating more efficient

ways to hire quality candidates and allowing them to focus on more challenging roles has a

considerable ROI to the company. 

There will be much slower adoption of this in many white-collar jobs. Still, we expect to see

a modified version allowing skill ratings to be moved to the top -especially among technical

professionals.   The job matching tools will start to merge with this space, as will more

substantial overlap with internal mobility, gig/contingent workforce technology, and

assessments. All five will have a very different overlap expected in the next version of the

tech stack. 
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Contingent & Gig Worker

Contingent Workforce Software

Contingent & Gig Workforce tools help companies attract, hire, or manage any non-

employee worker (contract, freelance, or gig) working at the company. Currently, much of

this management is decentralized and not run by talent acquisition teams. However, they

still exist in the recruiting tech stack as they are still how talent is being acquired and

sourced by organizations. 

There are two main types of tools in this category: Gig Worker Marketplaces and Contingent

Workforce Software. 

Contingent workforce software allows organizations to manage their non-payroll workers

(and contracts) in one system - often simplifying the oversight when using multiple

temporary and contingent labor search agencies. 

This can include consultants, statement of work workers, gig workers, and freelancers.

These workers can easily slip through the cracks when looking at staffing because the

budget to pay them comes from all over the organization, not just payroll. A centralized

solution to track and manage these worker types can help with reporting, security

(controlling who has access to various systems and data), productivity, and cost

management.  

This is a segment of the market that we have been talking about for more than two decades

and one that still has limited adoption. The companies utilizing it find significant cost

savings and improved prediction of needed labor.

These solutions are best utilized for companies doing high volume or seasonal workers -

retail, warehousing, call center, manufacturing, etc - on a temp or contract basis. 

 The real question will be where this sits and who owns it. 
Will this be a workforce management tool, talent acquisition,

remain with the line managers or take a hybrid approach? 
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Gig Worker Marketplaces

Marketplaces historically focus more on the short-term project or “gig” worker. These

projects are something like “logo design,” “internet research,” or “website” type of projects.

We are seeing a shift to longer projects and more ongoing work with virtual assistants,

social media support, and even hr and recruiting help. In both cases, the workers typically

work for multiple companies simultaneously. Today, you find a mix of freelancers and small

agencies located on these marketplaces - common ones are Fiverr, Upwork, and Linkedin

are testing out a version of their own.   

Curated talent marketplaces like Toptal use a traditional agency model for IT workers, or

new blockchain competitors like Braintrust exist for more skilled technical roles. This next

generation of marketplaces conducts technical screening and recruiter vetting- offering

more of a shortlist option than the more traditional marketplace. They tend to be almost a

hybrid, offering short- and long-term support.

In general, freelancers can create profiles with skills and projects they can complete for

companies. They may allow companies to post projects or temporary jobs that they want

freelancers to apply for or bid for, similar to a job board. These solutions also have

messaging tools so companies and freelancers can collaborate, storage features for project

deliverables, and payment services to ensure freelancers are paid for their work. 

For companies, they pay the marketplace for the services, never having to issue 1099’s to

the workers. The marketplaces pay the workers and manage their compliance and tax

issues, keeping them as 1099 or W2, depending on the site or project. 

This will be a fast-growing segment as the products continue to improve the quality of the

candidates, and companies can better manage their needs. We expect to see more job

boards and applicant tracking systems releasing roadmap items related to temporary or

contingent openings. We hope that internal mobility technology will have significant

overlap in this space as we start opening up project or “gig” types of projects internally for

our employees to expand their experience. 
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Background 

Checking
Background checking tools help

companies review a candidate's history

across various databases to ensure

nothing in their background would prevent

them from doing the job they were offered.

These tools review federal, state, and other

databases to check for criminal records,

education verification, employment

verification, civil search, drug and health

screenings, and driving records for a

comprehensive review of a candidate's

background. Background checks are

typically done by a third party to ensure

accuracy and privacy and usually occur

after a job has been offered to the

candidate. These solutions are often

integrated with the ATS as a step in the

hiring process, so the information

automatically flows into other systems.

Companies choose to do background

checks for several reasons; 65% of them

claim the leading benefit is improved hire

quality. More than half feel like a

standardized screening program has

created more consistent safety and

security⁵⁵.   In our 2022 Insights at Work

survey, background checking has the

second-highest satisfaction rate of all TA

technology and the lowest number of

companies not understanding its impact. 

Reference checking involves contacting

former employers or colleagues to verify

skills or experience. Until just over a decade

ago, this was a time-consuming and

challenging task done manually over the

phone. Today, technology allows us to

manage this process in seconds⁵⁶. It
automates the main steps: enabling

candidates to submit references, reaching

out to gather references similar to a survey,

and sharing results back with the employer. 

Some unique features include video

reference checks, fraud detection using IP

addresses, bulk reference check tools,

automated reminders to candidates and

references, and even sentiment analysis to

analyze any results.

We see a shift in many of these tools to

expand their reach into light talent

intelligence and referral collection. We

expect to see this as a standard as the impact

of data becomes more valuable for hiring

teams.

Some challenges are pending against a

company's ability to access criminal and

credit history for employment across the US.

This will be a topic to watch and will require

ongoing education by the vendors in this

market segment to help clearly explain when

and how different background checks

should be used.  

Reference 

Checking
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It may seem unusual to include tools focused on retention in a technology stack focused

on talent acquisition. But as discussed earlier in this report, retention starts with the hiring

process. The tools featured in this section focus on bringing insight and intelligence on

where to find the best-fit, highly skilled talent to get into the organization and tools for

finding great talent already within the organization that may be ready for a new challenge. 

Talent mobility will be one of the fastest-growing technology categories in talent

acquisition over the next few years. We expect this to be the next product that moves to

the "core" tech stack as we see more new entrants developing systems that include vs.

exclude the recruiting teams like many early technologies did. 
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Talent Mobility tools help companies identify and hire existing employees that may be a

good fit for new roles within the company. They also allow employees to learn about and

express interest in other positions within the organization.   

Traditionally, from a talent acquisition technology perspective,  these solutions were limited

to an internal job board for employees to see open positions and apply. An ATS populated

the job board, and the candidates were treated similarly to external candidates. Companies

often have multiple tiers of sign-offs and approvals from immediate supervisors required

before an employee can apply, creating an impersonal and challenging process for both

employees and recruiters.

Today's tools have evolved well beyond that internal job board. They include talent profiles

of current employees, sourcing/talent identification similar to CRM, and the ability for

employees to refer a colleague to an opening.  

For employees, this technology also provides the ability to express interest in types of

careers - both lateral promotion-based -  even if a role isn't currently open. This could be for

relocation, a temporary assignment, a project, or a full-time position. They also offer career

pathing capabilities. Career pathing lets employees look at where they are and different

roles they may be interested in and identify any additional skills, training, or certifications

needed to get there.  

These systems should be used by both talent acquisition and talent management teams -

with newer tools much better at supporting the needs of recruiting teams much better than

most of the legacy products in this space. Even if they haven't officially "applied," the access

to profiles and areas of interest allows recruiting teams to be more proactive and re-recruit

their employees. 
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Talent Mobility & Internal Hiring

Re-recruiting simplifies your internal mobility program and encourages
recruiting teams to identify, engage, and target your current employees

for new positions the same way you do with external candidates -
and the same way other companies are targeting them. 
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An organization's focus on mobility can significantly reduce the top-and

bottom-line costs of finding talent by creating engagement, skill

development, and higher productivity and retention levels. It also creates

more efficiencies in the process. A LinkedIn study found that two-thirds of

talent acquisition professionals report that internal recruiting accelerates

hiring and increases new-hire productivity. Companies with high internal

mobility rates also find that employees stay 41% longer than those with low

internal hiring⁵⁷.

Beyond traditional use cases for full-time roles, a considerable focus is

emerging, tying this technology into some of the gig and contingent labor

markets. What if you can have a group of employees allowed to spend a

portion of their time - or a set period of time - working on projects in various

departments to develop their skills, test out new roles or job functions and

fill in gaps in different areas?   How about using this to manage part-time,

retired, or alumni workers to fill gaps? That is the future of where this

technology will go. Impacting retention and the skills gap issues

companies are facing. 

It's been more than five years since we were first involved in designing an

internal mobility system for a TA platform. Since then, more have moved in

that direction, and today,  most major applicant tracking providers will

include some degree of this functionality by 2023 - either through

acquisition or internal development. This will be the crossover product to

the talent management space for some of them, so watch the recruiting

platforms working on this. 

By the next version of this report, we would not be surprised to see this be a

standard part of the talent acquisition platform - the fastest product line to

ever move from a point to standard inclusion. 

Our Aspect43 Insights at Work 2022 research identified
Internal Mobility/Career Pathing technology as the  

top area of focus for new technology purchases with both 
talent acquisition and talent management buyers 
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Talent Intelligence solutions offer deep insights

into talent acquisition and management

processes to help companies find better talent

and retain them. They go beyond standard

metrics within an ATS and often include

predictive or prescriptive analytics and external

insights to support more strategic decision-

making. Research shows that talent teams

using data are twice as likely to improve

recruiting efforts and three times more likely to

reduce costs and gain efficiency⁵⁸.  

There is an expansive definition currently falling

under talent intelligence, with vendors using

the phrase very liberally when they aren’t

exactly sure how to position their technology

otherwise. Some products are entirely focused

on data analytics. Others also integrate

advanced AI, ML, and recruitment automation

into their systems to create a layover dashboard

that recruiters and human resource leaders can

work in. 

In general, these tools provide “intelligence”

about the health of the talent pipeline, current

skills or diversity gaps within talent pools and

employee base, best sources of hires for

individual roles, lead time to start sourcing or

promoting an opening, and even analyze

indicators of a good quality of hire for long term

retention. Some solutions can even analyze

emerging labor market trends, employee

turnover, and how competitors are likely to

poach employees.  
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Talent Intelligence

 

Companies that refer to
themselves as " talent

intelligence" often have
a talent acquisition slant

or founding. 
 

Companies that use
"people analytics" are
typically more robust

talent management or
executive insights

direction. 
 

This will eventually
merge into a single

category, but it is
essential to be aware of
it as a buyer for the next

12-18 months. 

Analyst Insight:
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One of the biggest challenges for buyers of products in this category is that most vendors

haven’t figured out how to market and sell this beyond early adopters effectively. Many

have limited experience in the HR tech space and are making the tools far more

complicated than they need to be in how they market and sell them. As we were doing

briefings for the products, we found a lot of buzzword uses in this segment - far more than

any other category. There is also a consistent change in what they are calling the tool or

platform category, only further confusing most buyers.   

Buyers will need to be prepared for a challenging sales cycle with these products and try to

strip the buzzwords out and focus on the technology offered. Those who can get past early

buying hurdles will find considerable value in the overall business. 
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Labor Market Intelligence

Companies use this technology to understand what talent exists in the labor market with

real-time and location-based market data. They will often use external data in the talent

planning and hiring process, including governmental labor reports, information on business

changes, geographic insights on talent availability, and more. It can also include

compensation data. 

This insight is important when planning for hiring. If required skills are in short supply, talent

acquisition professionals can work with business partners to understand the locations and

compensation they may need to offer or address to meet business goals.

This is not as common of technology as most of the others on the tech stack. Still,

organizations doing site planning and expansion or having remote worker options can be a

great tool to grow and market where talent is most available.   We expect this to roll into

talent intelligence platforms eventually. 
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 Just as the sales,
marketing, and
customer success
departments rely
on metrics today to
prove the impact,
so should human
resources and
talent acquisition
teams.
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TALENT ACQUISITION TECH STACK: 
FOUNDATIONAL FUNCTIONALITY.

Recruitment Automation
This technology uses AI (Artificial Intelligence) or ML (Machine Learning) to automate parts of the

recruiting process and improve efficiency and experience for candidates, recruiters & hiring teams in

the process.   This was a standalone solution now; most of the point solution categories have this

technology included in their solutions. 

Diversity, Equity Inclusion & Belonging
You will still find this marketed as a stand-alone category, but the products that do so actually fit

within a point solution category listed above.  Features typically target underrepresented groups,

reduce bias in the process or focus on diversity analytics.  Buyer behavior has not adopted this as a

stand-alone category and instead is pushing other vendors to integrate DEI features into existing

products. 

Analytics and Reporting
Most standalone options once positioned under analytics have transitioned to talent intelligence.

Today, analytics and reporting functionality is a required part of any technology in the TA tech stack,

and it is also one of the most frustrating for buyers. Our 2021 Insights at work study had disappointing

analytics near the top of the list. Improved dashboarding, more flexible custom reports, and more

consumer-like usability will need to be rolled out to see this corrected.

Compliance
With changing laws and the increase in remote workers, compliance is more critical than ever. 

 Ensuring your technology has a team constantly monitoring change and updating the tools is

essential.  Every vendor needs to have ownership and responsibility for their part of your tech stack.    

Integrations, API & Ecosystem 
The ability to work together is not optional.  A company doesn't have to have every partner already in

place, but it should easily add new ones.  Understand costs - one-time, annual, and ongoing - and if

different levels of integrations exist in the ecosystem.  Many vendors have tiers of partnership with

their integration partners.  A robust integration approach will make your tech stack have a more

significant business impact, be more effective, and make candidates and recruiters happy.  

Recruitment
Automation

Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion &
Belonging

 
Compliance

Integrations, 
API &

Ecosystem

 

Analytics &
Reporting
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Talent Management Suites
Talent Management is a broad category of technology that is often referred to in suites, including

performance management, succession, compensation, and learning.  You will often see applicant

tracking and onboarding included as well.   It is a collection of tools that manages the day-to-day

experience of developing, engaging, and managing the workforce.

Employee Experience
These tools are similar in nature to talent management but take a more employee vs company first

perspective.  You see products such a survey/feedback tools, internal mobility, wellness and rewards

and recognition fall under this umbrella.  It all about integrating an employee's experience across key

HCM processes and gathering feedback from employees on those experiences.

Learning & Learning Content
An LMS is a tool that helps employers manage learning content and its administration across the

organization. It may include a content library, authoring tools, course management, credentialing and

more. We are seeing a shift in strategies to move learning up in the process and make it more tightly

integrated with onboarding, internal mobility, skills hiring, and even recruiting - offering training

before someone applies.   

Coaching & Mentoring
Coaching and mentoring are two important development practices, enabled by distinct technology

capabilities.  We are seeing the mentoring conversations start as early as day one with a hire and

expect to see mentor matching in the hiring process so they can be part of the interview team and

build rapport. 

Compensation & Benefits
Understanding where you compete and how your programs are aligned to the market is important

during competitive hiring seasons.  But it is equally as important that as data is being collected from

candidates around benefit and pay expectations that is shared with the compensation team. 

Workforce
Planning

Comp & 
Benefits

Talent
Management

Employee
Experience Learning/LMS Coaching &

Mentoring

Workforce Planning
Workforce planning tools help organizations align their future business goals with their human

capital needs. By predicting the number of employees, and the skills needed to support future goals

and growth, these workforce plans should be a key part of an organization’s talent acquisition

planning.

TALENT ACQUISITION TECH STACK: 
COMPLIMENTARY TECHNOLOGY.
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CONCLUSION 
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When talent acquisition is done right, companies spend time

creating and delivering a thoughtful hiring experience that

aligns with the true experience of their company. They think

about what candidates they need to fill jobs, how to best

reach & engage with them, assess the, manage them

through the process and finally, how to hire them for the

long term.  They also look at broader analytics and insights

to do talent planning and strategy - with a goal of constant

improvement. 

Technology has evolved a lot over the past decade to help

corporate talent acquisition teams solve all of the issues they

are facing.  The tech stack is robust and prime for major

consolodation in the coming years, making the overall

buying experience much simpler for companies.

Companies that want to be leader at attracting and retaining

talent will treat talent acquisition and development with the

same forethought they do supply chain and sales pipelines -

they will take a proactive approach to building and nurturing

candidate pipelines, and will increase attention to workforce

planning, strengthen the connection between talent

acquisition and development, and intentionally emphasize

talent mobility and retention.  They will follow the guidelines

for a modern talent acquisition team and build tech stacks

that are individualized to their needs. 
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better answer your questions. 
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More people find jobs on Indeed than anywhere else. Indeed is the #1 job site in the world

(comScore, March 2021) and allows job seekers to search millions of jobs in more than 60

countries and 28 languages. Over 3M employers use Indeed to find and hire new

employees, making Indeed the largest job site in the US, Canada, and the world. More than

250 million people each month search for jobs, post resumes, and research companies on

Indeed, and Indeed delivers twice as many hires than other branded job sites combined

(BreezyHR, 2020). For more information, visit indeed.com.

WORQDRIVE is an internal mobility tool that matches current employees to open jobs based

on their skills and aspirations, serves up relevant learning and development based on the

employee’s growth goals, and allows them to apply for internal jobs with one click.

WORQDRIVE also allows recruiters to anonymously source internal talent based on their

skills. We do this to eliminate bias and bring real internal equity to the mobility space.
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includes Uber/Postmates, Siemens Energy, Boston Consulting Group, Basic American

Foods, GoDaddy, Calendly, Discord, and Gong.io. To learn more, visit proactivetalent.com.
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